Breath test for the diagnosis
of oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma
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Diagnosis of oesophago-gastric cancer

- Upper GI symptoms account for 3% of consultations in primary care
- 11,500 diagnosed annually in the UK
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Diagnostic dilemma in cancer

- High incidence non-specific symptoms
  + Triage test
- Low incidence cancer

Tissue diagnosis
Concentrated breath in a cold trap
Analyzed with GC

>100 volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
Breath analysis
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Diagnostic accuracy 85%
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Diagnostic accuracy 83%
Profile of exhaled-breath volatile organic compounds to diagnose pancreatic cancer


Diagnostic accuracy 90%
Breath collection system

Robust system for transport
Stability for 4 weeks
Implementation into clinical practice

One breath triage test for multiple cancers
Breath test assisted pathway

Patients with alarming symptoms → Endoscopy / CT

Patients with non-specific symptoms → Triage

Breath test → PPI Re-test
Plan for squamous cell cancer breath test

Clinical Phenotyping Study

- Oesophageal SCC: n=60
- Head and Neck SCC: n=60
- Healthy Control: n=60
- Positive Control: n=30
Breath collection system

Robust system for transport
Stability for 4 weeks
Saliva collection system

Robust system for transport
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